PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL
September 2, 2021
Sri Nag Vani Dasu
Hyderabad
Dear Sri Nag Vani,
SUB: LETTER OF ENGAGEMENT AS TRAINEE / INTERN
This has reference to your application dated September 2, 2021 seeking an opportunity to work as an intern / trainee in our
establishment. Based on your interview, we are pleased to inform you that you have been selected for undergoing training in our
Organization as an Intern on the following terms and conditions:
Nature of Training: You will be undergoing training in our establishment in the area of ONESOURCE Indirect Compliance
effective from November 1, 2021 and during the course of training you shall be under the guidance of Lalit Pathak. You may
be required to undergo training in different shifts if necessary to enable you to get adequate exposure of the functioning of
different departments. Your training hours will be the same as that of regular working hours for the staff. You will observe weekly
holiday and other holidays at par with regular staff. You shall follow rules and regulations of the work place during the period of
training.
Duration of Training:
The duration of training will be from November 1, 2021 for a period of 10 Months from the date of commencement of the
Training. Unless the Company extends the period of your Training in writing, your Training / engagement with the Company
shall automatically stand terminated at the expiry of the Training period on September 30, 2022 and in no way mean a full time
employment with the Company. In case of any performance related issues or violation of any Company Policy the Internship /
engagement will be withdrawn by issuing a Termination Letter.
Stipend:
Scholarship: You will be paid INR. 18,000 (Per Month) as stipend for the period of training. The payment shall be subjected to
deductions of applicable taxes, and other levies, contributions, etc. as per the relevant laws and contractual terms as may be
applicable and amended from time to time. Other than the above payment you will not be entitled to receive any other amount or
insurance benefits.
Date of Commencement of Training:
In case the above terms and conditions are acceptable to you, you are required to return the duplicate copy of this letter of
engagement duly signed and report for Training on or before November 1, 2021. While reporting for Training please bring 2
Passport size photographs, PAN card copy and copies each of your certificates / testimonials along with the originals.
Confidentiality:
You acknowledge that information of a confidential nature pertaining to the Company or any other Group Company may come
into your possession or become otherwise known to you in the course of your employment. Such information may include (but is
not limited to) trade secrets, know-how, business processes, product information, pricing, business strategy, customer lists,
supplier terms and conditions, employment practices, employee particulars, etc. All such information is called Confidential
Information.
You will keep the Confidential Information as confidential and not use it for any purpose other than the performance of your
duties as an employee of the Company. You will not disclose it to any third party, in any manner, except to the extent necessary
for the relevant third party to know in order for you to perform your duties as an employee of the Company, and provided you
take appropriate and reasonable steps to make sure such third party understands the confidential nature of the Confidential
Information and is appropriately bound by confidentiality obligations consistent with these terms or more stringent as the
circumstances may warrant.
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Confidentiality obligations set out in this clause do not apply to information that the Company generally makes known to the
public or otherwise comes into public domain through no fault of yours.
Code of Conduct:
a. The Company is part of the Thomson Reuters group of companies and upholds the shared values and standards of ethics
and conduct that apply generally across the Thomson Reuters group of companies. As an employee of a Thomson Reuters
group company you shall uphold the Thomson Reuters Code of Business Conduct and Ethics and any other codes or other
relevant local company policies that the Company may from time to time notify as applying to its employees, including any
modifications, alterations, additions, deletions or replacement of any of them at its sole discretion (together, Codes; each a
Code).
The Codes are integral to the Company and are an important source of guidance to the Company's employees as to the
standards of conduct expected of each of the Company's employees. While no document could possibly cover every question or
circumstance with regard to your conduct and discipline as the Company's employee, the Codes provide guidance on some of
the conduct issues that are critically important to us. Just as important, the Codes can help you identify when it's time to ask for
guidance from your manager, a Thomson Reuters Human Resources business partner or a Thomson Reuters lawyer.
You may be asked for a written or signed acknowledgement for certain Codes. If so requested, please acknowledge that you
have received access to and read those Codes and that you understand your obligations to comply with the Code. Regardless
of whether you have provided such written or signed acceptance, you expressly agree that each of the Codes are binding on
you and that it is important for you to comply with them at all times. If you have computer access, you will likely be able to
submit your acknowledgment electronically. Information will be provided to you as to how to submit your electronic
acknowledgment. If you do not have computer access, you should sign a copy of the acknowledgment form at the end of the
Code and return it to your local Human Resources department.
b. The Company reserves the right to terminate your employment / engagement at any time if it does not receive your
acknowledged, signed copy of any of the Codes. You acknowledge that non-compliance with any of the Codes or
"Confidentiality Inventions Rights & Non-Competition Agreement" of Company's entity may result in disciplinary action against
you, including, where the Company considers necessary under the circumstances, termination of your employment /
engagement with or without notice.

Yours faithfully
For Thomson Reuters International Services Private Limited

Catriona Mackness
Director Regional HR India
ENDORSEMENT
I accept all the terms and conditions stipulated in this letter of engagement.
I shall report to Training on.............................................

PLACE :
DATE :
Signature :.............................
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Intellectual Property related Undertaking
By this undertaking (Undertaking), I agree, acknowledge and undertake as follows:
1. If at any time in the course of my employment with the Company, I make or discover or participate in the making or
discovery of any Intellectual Property, I:
i) will promptly make full and complete disclosure about the Intellectual Property to the Company; and
ii) Hereby agree that all such Intellectual Property will be the absolute property of the Company and that I shall have no
rights with respect to such Intellectual Property.
2. The term 'Intellectual Property' means and includes inventions (whether patentable or not), copyrightable works,
improvements, developments, discoveries, proprietary information, trademarks, logos, know how, processes, designs, utility
models, mask work rights, rights in databases and moral rights and all works, whether present or arising in future (whether
or not , patent, copyright or other similar protection has been applied for registration or granted registration) or forms of
protection having equivalent effect anywhere in the world. For the avoidance of doubt, this Undertaking does not limit my
moral rights to the extent permitted by law.
3. I will do all things necessary, at the Company’s request and expense (whether during or after the term of your employment)
to ensure that all rights in the Intellectual Property vest in the Company including without limitation: (a) execution of
necessary documents and written confirmations; (b) execution of powers of attorney or letters of authority in favour of the
Company or its nominees to make applications for registration of such Intellectual Property or enforcing the Company's
rights in such Intellectual Property; (c) joining in any action to perfect or enforce the Company’s rights in the Intellectual
Property. I agree that the benefits of any proceeds from any action that the Company takes in relation to enforcing its rights
in the Intellectual Property belong exclusively to the Company. I further agree that the Company’s rights granted by me by
this Undertaking will not be impaired by any non-use of the Intellectual Property vested in the Company.
4. I agree that payment of remuneration by the Company to me includes consideration for the rights granted by me under this
Undertaking and that there are, in addition, no royalties or any other payments that are due or will accrue to me in
consideration of the rights granted by me under this Undertaking.
5. Where I have any moral rights under law with respect to any such Intellectual Property, I hereby waive any such rights to the
fullest extent permitted by law from time to time. Even where law does not permit such waiver of moral rights, I hereby
undertake not to exercise such moral rights in any manner that is inconsistent with the vesting of the Intellectual Property
rights in the Company.
6. I will not do anything that is inconsistent with the rights granted by me under this Undertaking or otherwise take advantage
of any legal possibility of staking a claim or right over any part of the rights in the Intellectual Property assigned to the
Company under this Undertaking.
7. I will not use any Intellectual Property otherwise than in relation to the Company's business and will use the Company's
Intellectual Property only in accordance with the Company's instructions from time to time or the Company’s policies for the
time being in force.
ACKNOWLEDGED AND AGREED
Signature :...............................
Name : Sri Nag Vani Dasu
Title : Intern
Date : September 2, 2021
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